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Abstract. { Relaxation measurements on a °uorescently labelled free DNA molecule after
stretching by a Poiseuille °ow in a capillary vessel reveal universal scaling features: at interme-
diate times the scaling exponent of the decay law for the molecule length as a function of time
is found to be 0:51§0:05. This law is in agreement with the prediction of the Brochard-Wyart
\stem and °ower" model for the relaxation of a stretched polymer chain.
Introduction. { Real-time imaging of single DNA molecules in solution by °uorescence
microscopy has provided a new approach to the investigation of polymer dynamics [1]. Pre-
vious experimental observations on tethered molecules [2], [3] combined with various applied
problems related to the deformation of \polymer brushes" have promoted the development
of new theoretical models to describe a single polymer chain under strong °ows [4], [5]. The
relaxation of a chain after stretching, in particular, has been the object of several recent
studies. Perkins et al. [2] investigated the relaxation of a single DNA molecule attached to
a bead maintained in an optical tweezer, after elongation in a °ow. They observed that the
terminal relaxation time scales as L1:68, in rather good agreement with the Zimm model. Later
on, Brochard proposed a \stem and °ower" model for the earlier stages of relaxation, in which
the entropic contribution to the chain free energy is much larger than kT, and the Zimm or
Rouse models are not expected to be valid. In this letter we investigate the relaxation of free
DNA molecules after elongation in a °ow, thus avoiding any potential problem associated with
beads or tweezers. We focus on the in°uence of the chain length and of the solvent viscosity
on the relaxation process.
Theoretical background. { The theoretical description of a tethered polymer chain under
°ow distinguishes between three regimes depending on the °ow velocity: at low °ows, the
chain can be modelled as a weakly deformed coil (the end-to-end distance is of the order of
the radius of gyration Rg) (see , e.g., the calculation by Zimm quoted in [3]). A model based
on the \blob" picture was recently proposed by Brochard [5] in order to describe tethered
chains at higher °ow velocities: above a critical °ow velocity, the chain unwinds partly and is
(
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. { The \stem and °ower" conformation of a free polymer chain relaxing by its two ends.
Fig. 2. { Experimental scheme.
composed of a stretched portion, the \stem", ending in a °uctuating coil, the \°ower" (¯g. 1).
By increasing the °ow further, the °ower ¯nally disappears and the chain is considered as fully
stretched. If the °ow is stopped, the chain relaxes by its free end, adopting at intermediate
times a \stem and °ower" conformation again [6].
For an ideal chain (Flory exponent º = 1=2), the end-to-end distance Lf of the °ower
growing at the free end of the retracting stem scales with time t as
Lf(t) /
³kT
´a
t
´1=2³
ln
³ kT
´a3t
´´1=2
(1)
(k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, ´ the solvent viscosity, and a the
persistence length; all numerical coe±cients are ignored).
For a chain with excluded volume (º = 3=5), the prediction yields
Lf(t) /
³kT
´a
t
´1=2
: (2)
For most practically important situations (and in particular for the present study (1)) the
variation of the logarithmic term in eq. (1) is small and can be neglected, leading to a power
law dependence for either ideal or swollen chains.
The stem was shown to shrink with the same time dependence, i.e.
L0 ¡ Ls / Lf(t) /
³kT
´a
t
´1=2
; (3)
where Ls is the length of the stem and L0 the initial length of the molecule. This yields for
the total length L = Lf + Ls
L0 ¡ Lf(t) /
³kT
´a
t
´1=2
: (4)
(
1)Experimentally, a » = 50nm and ´ ranges between 30 cP and 180 cP, so that ¿0 = ´a
3=kT » = 1ms.
Time t varies from about 0.5 s (minimal time necessary to stop the °ow to about 10 to 100 s).
Therefore, t=¿0 varies by less than two orders of magnitude around 10
3 to 10
4, so that ln(t=¿0)
remains roughly constant during the relaxation process. 
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Fig. 3. { Relaxation of a single ¸-phage DNA molecule. Frames are spaced at 3 s intervals. The ¯rst
frame corresponds to time t = 0:5s after the °ow arrest.
When the chain length has decreased to a few Rg, the \stem and °ower" description of the
chain is no longer valid and the chain enters a di®erent relaxation regime that will not be
considered in this paper (2).
Materials and methods. { We used dilute solutions of wild-type ¸-phage DNA (48502 bp)
in a phosphate bu®er (0.1 M) of pH7:4. In such conditions the persistence length of DNA is
about 50 nm and the radius of gyration about 0:7mm [7], [8]. Shorter molecules (38416 bp and
24508 bp referred to by 3=4¸ and 1=2¸) were obtained by enzymatic digestion by restriction
enzymes Xba I and Apa I, respectively (New England Biolabs) followed by phenol extraction
and ethanol precipitation.
Fluorescent staining was performed with YOYO-1 (Molecular Probes, Inc.) [9]: a DNA
solution at 1mg=ml and a 0:5mM YOYO-1 solution were mixed at 1:1 ratio (one YOYO-1
molecule per ¯ve base pairs). The stained DNA solution was mixed with glycerol in
various proportions for obtaining viscosities ranging from 30 cP to 180 cP and 4% (vol.)
¯-mercaptoethanol was added to reduce photobleaching [1]. The solution was placed in
a rectangular capillary vessel 50 £ 500mm (Vitro Dynamics, Inc.) and visualized at room
temperature (T = 295 § 2K) using a Zeiss Axiovert 135 inverted epi°uorescence microscope
with a £ 100 Plan-Neo°uar objective of numerical aperture 1.3. By pushing the solution
with a syringe pump through the capillary, a Poiseuille °ow was created that stretched the
DNA perpendicular to the plane of observation [10]. This plane was located at half the
distance between the center of the capillary and the capillary wall to obtain e±cient stretching
and avoid wall e®ects. The °ow velocity in the center of the capillary ranged from 100 to
500mms¡1 (Reynolds number » = 10¡4 ¿ 1), corresponding to a force variation of the order of
one piconewton (pN) over the size of the statistical coil. The °ow in the capillary was stopped
in about 0.5 s using another syringe at the other end of the tubing. Images of individual
molecules at 0.04 s intervals were intensi¯ed by a Hamamatsu MCP image intensi¯er, recorded
by a CCD camera (Cohu, Inc.), and processed by a Hamamatsu Argus 10 image processor
(¯g. 2). The accuracy of one length measurement was 0:3mm and the reproducibility from one
measurement to another was of the order of 1mm.
Experimental results and discussion. { Video images of the relaxation of a free DNA
molecule after the °ow arrest show the growth of two °uctuating coils at each end of a rapidly
shrinking rod portion (¯g. 3). In order to restrict our analysis to the region relevant to scaling
analysis, we measured L(t) until no rod portion could clearly be seen. For a ¸-phage DNA
molecule, this corresponds to L(t) » = 4mm. The initial lengths averaged during 1 s before
the °ow arrest was L0 = 16:1 § 0:3, 12:6 § 0:3, and 8:1 § 0:3mm, respectively, for the ¸,
(
2)In the present experiment we investigated the relaxation of a free chain and not that of a
tethered chain. However, apart from the terminal relaxation mode, a free chain of initial length L0 is
equivalent to two tethered chains of length L0=2 attached together. Thus, the scaling in eq. (4) also
holds for a free chain relaxing by its two ends in the \stem and °ower" regime.416 EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
Fig. 4. Fig. 5.
Fig. 4. { Relaxation of single free DNA molecules: ¸ (squares), 3=4¸ (crosses), and 1=2¸ (triangles).
Data points before time t = 0 are used to measure the experimental initial lengths L0 = 16:1mm,
12:6mm, and 8:1mm, respectively (see text).
Fig. 5. { Relaxation of free ¸-phage DNA molecules in solvent of viscosities ´ » = 37cP (triangles),
70 cP (circles), and 170 cP (squares).
3=4¸, and 1=2¸ molecules. The commonly accepted contour lengths (obtained, e.g., when the
molecule is adsorbed on a surface or fully aligned in a crystal) (3), however, are 20.3, 16.0, and
10:2mm, respectively. Therefore, although these molecules visually presented no apparent coil
at the ends, their length under shear was smaller than the static contour length. A similar
behaviour was obtained by Perkins et al., see [2], [3]. This point deserves some comments since
it questions the meaning of the \contour length" for a molecule in thermal equilibrium in a
°uid. The force-extension curve of DNA has a high slope in the vicinity of the crystallographic
length Lc [8], but it does not diverge and indeed the molecule can be extended far beyond Lc,
progressively mobilizing the degrees of freedom [11], [12] with higher energies, such as bending
on scales smaller than the persistence length, torsion of bond angles, and rearrangements of the
base pairs. The di®erent sections of a chain in strong °ow do not experience the same force, so
that they do not mobilize the same degrees of freedom: a rigorous description of its extension
should take into account all of them. In particular, note that all models for the relaxation
of a tethered chain proposed to date implicitly rely on a bead-spring or freely jointed chain
model. It was shown in [8] that the force-extension curve of DNA deviates strongly from the
FJC prediction for extensions larger than 0:75Lc (i.e. forces larger than about 0.5 pN), and
that the behaviour at lower extensions could be modelled by an \equivalent FJC chain" with a
contour length Lfjc » = 0:8Lc, rather than Lc. Since DNA in our experiments experiences initial
forces of the order of 1 pN, the initial length we measured is consistent with the behaviour
reported in [8], and con¯rms that the observed relaxation should be relevant to the \stem and
°ower" regime. To remain consistent with this model, however, we used the length Lfjc as the
initial length, i.e. 16.2, 12.8, and 8:2mm for the ¸, 3=4¸, and 1=2¸ molecules, respectively
(for the reasons discussed above, in our stretching conditions these lengths happen to be equal
to the observed initial length within experimental error).
(
3)From [1], [3], [8], labelling at saturation with ethidium bromide (EB), which corresponds to
about one EB per two bp, yields an increase in length of about 30%. Using our labelling ratio of one
bis-intercalator for ¯ve bp, and assuming that the variation of the rise per base pair induced by one
YOYO dimer is comparable to that induced by two EB, we expect an increase in the contour length
of 23% as compared with naked DNA.s. manneville et al.: evidence for the universal scaling behaviour etc. 417
Fig. 6. { Rescaling analysis of the relaxation data from ¯g. 4 and 5. The power law ¯t (solid
line) yields a scaling exponent of 0.51. Inset: dispersion around the theoretical prediction (ratio
of (L0 ¡ L(t))=(L0=2) by (t=¿1=2)
1=2 as a function of t=¿1=2).
Figure 4 displays the relaxation of free DNA molecules of di®erent lengths Lfjc at a given
solvent viscosity (´ » = 170cP). The data show that in the same solvent and within our precision
of 0:3mm on L(t) and L0, the di®erent fragments undergo the same relaxation process at
short times. Some deviations of about 1mm are observed in the late stages of the relaxation
either between experiments on molecules of di®erent sizes or between experiments performed
at di®erent times on molecules of the same size. These deviations represent the typical
experiment-to-experiment reproducibility of our measurements. Within this experimental
uncertainty, the relaxation process is independent of the initial length (i.e. of the number of
monomers in the chain) for a given solvent viscosity and temperature. This ¯rst experimental
result is in agreement with the \stem and °ower" model (eq. (4)).
The relaxation of free ¸-phage DNA molecules (Lfjc = 16:2mm) was then measured for three
di®erent solvent viscosities: ´ » = 37;70 and 170 cP (¯g. 5). To rescale the data, we measured
the \half-relaxation time" ¿1=2 (given by L(¿1=2) = L0=2) and plotted (L0 ¡ L(t))=(L0=2)
as a function of t=¿1=2 (¯g. 6). Note that this rescaling method is model-independent, has
no arbitrary component, and does not require the exact value of the solvent viscosity, since
¿1=2 is experimentally well de¯ned for each data set. The rescaled data collapsed on a single,
universal curve (¯g. 6) and were ¯tted to a power law, yielding a scaling exponent of 0.51
(average over the relaxations of di®erent molecules in various conditions; independent ¯ts
yielded exponents ranging from 0.48 to 0.57 without any systematic dependence on chain
length or solvent viscosity).
We checked that the uncertainty on the °ow arrest time did not a®ect the results signi¯-
cantly, by letting the origin of times as a ¯tting parameter: the ¯tted value was within 0.2 s of
the experimental one and the exponent did not change by more than 0.01. Because Lfjc is not
as well de¯ned a quantity as Lc, we also varied this parameter by §1mm and the exponent
changed to 0.52 and 0.49, respectively. Finally, although the onset of relaxation visually seems
rather sharp (see, e.g., ¯g. 4), the relevance of the ¯rst data points could be questioned because
of possible non-instantaneous arrest of the °ow and because the \stem and °ower" model is
not expected to be valid at very short times. However, removing the ¯rst 0.25 s or the ¯rst
0.5 s from the data sets only modi¯ed the average exponent to 0.50 and 0.49, respectively.
Figure 6 (inset) shows that the ratio of (L0¡L(t))=(L0=2) by (t=¿1=2)1=2 as a function of t=¿1=2
remains constant and equal to 1 within less than 10% for t=¿1=2 > 0:2. As expected, larger
deviations are obtained at short times due to the limited temporal and spatial resolution. 
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We also performed the ¯t with truncations of the late stages of relaxation varying from
80% to 20% of the full Lfjc. The ¯tted exponent remained within the error range of 0.05
with little or no systematic trend, supporting the idea that this exponent really corresponds
to a relaxation regime and not to a fortuitous e®ect of the truncation of data imposed by
experiment. Finally, we also ¯tted various raw data from [2] using the same protocol as for
our data, i.e. ¯tting the relaxed length Lfjc ¡ L(t) to a power law in t with Lfjc = 0:8Lc, and
truncating the data for L(t) < 0:2Lfjc. Slight deviations appeared at very short times, but
the ¯t to the remainder of the data was correct and yielded scaling exponents in the range
0.43{0.52. We conclude that the relaxation of a tethered chain is essentially equivalent to the
relaxation of one half of the free chain, and is well described by the \stem and °ower" model
except for the terminal range: the discrepancy previously quoted in [2] was probably due to
the inclusion of this terminal relaxation range, not relevant to the model, in the ¯t.
Conclusions. { The relaxation of free DNA chains extended in a shear °ow after °ow arrest
follows the scaling behaviour predicted by Brochard's \stem and °ower" scaling model in the
range in which this model is expected to apply. It is worth noticing that this range is limited:
under forces higher than typically 0.5 pN, the force-extension behaviour of DNA departs from
the freely jointed chain prediction, and no model for early stages of relaxation is presently
available. However, from the shape of the force-extension curve [8], we anticipate that these
strong forces relax within a few fractions of a second. The \stem and °ower" model is also
irrelevant for the terminal relaxation process, when the °owers interact hydrodynamically and
a Zimm-like terminal time is expected [2]. This limited range is the consequence of the large
persitence length of DNA: even a large chain does not have as many statistical segments
as one would wish for comfortably studying universal behaviour. Nevertheless we believe
that the present study, using several viscosities and molecular sizes, provides a convincing
demonstration of the validity of the \stem and °ower" model.
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